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users has been increased and thus people are ready to migrate to technology applications. The study on

customer preferences on e-banking adoption has not been extensively examined in the Malaysian context.

Online households are a growing major lifestyle trend in Malaysia. With a strong hype on broadband

services and multimedia super corridor, these have changed the life style of the consumers, and more

business-to-business (B2B) transaction using the online potential. This has been further reinforced by the

government tax rebate incentive for the purchase of a personal computer every five years. In 2005 study by

Suganthi et aI., the usage of online household was 1.9 million, with 11.09 million internet users, 21.1

thousand ISDN subscribers and 26.4 personal computer penetrations per 100 households. Besides, mobile

devices have also offered internet access using WAP, GPRS or 3G features. Eventually, online access will

be part of the trend in life, with or without mobile devices. However, some may not use the e-banking

systems in spite of their availability. With the population of 25.58 million in Malaysia, it is vital for bankers

to comprehend the current usage trend of e-banking system.

The popularity of the internet banking today, changes the payments system from traditional to

transfer through internet system. As the respond to the changes, most of individual and corporate In

Malaysia have taken advantage of internet banking services offered by financial institutions to perform their

banking and payment transactions. It offers easier for customer to make transaction. By providing access 24

hours a day, seven days a week, internet banking also offers users the ease of undertaking transactions from

virtually anywhere. Both individual and corporate customers can access internet banking services using an

intelligent electronic device, such as a personal computer, personal digital assistant (PDA), automated teller

machine (ATM), kiosk, or TOllch Tone telephone (Cheganti; 2009).

Hence, a thorough examination of the factors influencing the adoption of e-banking in Malaysia is

deliberately essential for bank administrators. Some scholars have shown that many international internet

users demonstrate similar behaviors and preferences in using an e-banking across nations (see, for example,

Quelch and Klein, 1996). Other researchers have studied the internet in the context of traditional cultures,
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